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ALPHA LINEA
KEY HIGHLIGHTS

STRATEGY & EXECUTION

7 Major Forex Currency Pairs Traded. (Spot FX)

Quant Signals: Elysium Capital

STRATEGY DESCRIPTION

Auto-Copy MAM: Prop Desk
Operated-Exec: Appointed Prime Brokerage

This Quantitative intraday trading portfolio consists of trading strategies based on quantitative analysis on
G10 currency pairs which rely on mathematical computations and number crunching to identify trading
opportunities. Price and volume are two of the more common data inputs used in quantitative analysis as the

PERFORMANCE
3M

YTD

opportunity arises.

10.49%

40.58%

Signal Generating Advisor [EA]

Since Inception

Max DD

For signalling we use 12 fully adjustable indicators on different time frames. 2 of these indicators are fully in-

40.58%

0.00%

main inputs to mathematical models. Manual strategies such as price action strategies are implemented If an

house designed. The other 10 indicators are partially customised according to our own specifications.
A very important factor in our whole system is an in-depth analysis of each instrument separately to
determine the most efficient entries and exits. We've designed and configured our system with optimisation

GENERAL INFORMATION
Company

testing. For testing high performance computing [HPC] is applied "supercomputers" with a minimum 128

ELYSIUM | CAPITAL
LIMITED

back tested at a minimum of 10 years. We always use 100% correct historical tick data for all of our back
Minimum Investment

600 EUR

Liquidity

None

Management Fee

-

Performance Fee

50%

trades in that ‘zone’.

Highwater Mark

Yes

AI market scanning system; the system measures at the correlations of the whole market in different time

STATISTICS

cores, 1TB RAM are used.
Furthermore applied in our signal process is AI and deep learning. This drastically improves results. The EA
will store each profit and loss trade executed in the past, and will determine how to avoid the losing entries
and how to optimise the profitable entries/exits by auto-adjusting it’s settings based on the most recent

frames to determine if a certain trade is executed or cancelled. This is a very complex logical/mathematical
process and this drastically improves the drawdown/profit ratios.

DISCLAIMER
ELYSIUM CAPITAL LTD AND/OR ITS SUBSIDIARIES ARE NOT DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY INVOLVED IN THE OFFERING OF SECURITIES.

Total Return

40.58%

Sharpe Ratio

4.30

Sortino Ratio

0.00

Winning Months (%)

100.00%

Correlation vs. S&P 500 TR

0.42

Elysium Capital Limited itself does not carry out any regulated activities, the only exclusive activities we carry is Prop Trading and Professional Training and
consequently is not required to be authorised by the regulatory authority. All of Elysium Capital's preferred clearer do conduct regulated activities and are authorised
to do so by regulatory authority.

We are a Fintech access provider and signal provider. We develop trade signals per quantitative analysis. We grant access to the data on trading portfolio operations
allowing other participants to auto-copy signals automatically on their own trading accounts via a 3rd party independent prime brokerage, not being Elysium Capital
Limited or any of our subsidiaries.We do not have direct clients, nor do we provide any investment services or ancillary services to others. Participants can utilize our
trading signals and have them auto-copied via a managed account at a 3rd party independent prime brokerage.
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There is a substantial risk of loss in trading commodity futures, options and off-exchange foreign currency products. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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